
SUPERINTENDENT’S MAJOR OFFENSE LOG 

                  Saturday, October 15, 2016 thru Sunday, October 16, 2016     

 
FIRST PLATOON 

 

#J-16047-16    42/Agg. Rape    Unit 4528 

07:03 hours            1000 block of St. Charles Ave  Det. Scott 

 

Victim:  Known Juvenile 

 

Gist:  The victim was sexually assaulted. 

******************************************************************************  

#J-16048-16    20F/Accident Fatality   Unit 3713 

07:03 hours     S. Broad St/Earhart Blvd  Det. Edwards 

 

Victims: #1) Unknown  FEMALE  

               #2) Unknown  FEMALE 

    #3) MALE, 3/16/1949 (Surviving Victim) 

 

GIST: The driver struck the entrance to the S. Broad onramp and continued to travel northbound 

then left the roadway and struck the bridge support.  The vehicle rolled over before coming to 

rest on a grassy area. The two deceased victims expired on the scene as a result of injuries 

sustained from crash. The driver was transported to the hospital in serious condition.  PIO Barnes 

notified via telephone. 

****************************************************************************** 

#J-16177-16      30S/Homicide (Shooting)   Unit 620A 

10:31 hours     Clara St/ Jackson Ave   Sgt. Marchese 

 

Victim:  Unknown FEMALE 

 

Gist:  The victim got into an argument with an unknown subject.  The victim sustained a gunshot 

wound to the head.  PIO Barnes notified via phone. 

****************************************************************************** 

#J-16200-16    29U/Unclassified Death    Unit 1700 

10:53 hours           Lake Forest Blvd/Michoud Blvd  Lt. Lobreno 

 

Victim: Unknown male 

 

Gist:  Units responded to a vehicle fire at the location.  Upon arrival, the units discovered the 

victim burned inside of a vehicle.  PIO Barnes notified via phone. 

****************************************************************************** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

#J-16231-16    64G/Armed Robbery(gun)    Unit 334A 

11:26 hours     4300 block of Chef Menteur Hwy  P/O Cuccio 

 

Victim:  Walmart 

 

Gist: The subject entered the business and approached the Customer Service Desk.  The subject 

slid a note to the cashier demanding cash.  The subject told the cashier he had a gun and that he 

would shoot everyone behind the counter.  The cashier opened the register and gave the subject 

the cash in the register.  The subject walked out of the business and fled in unknown direction. 

PIO notified via Outlook. 

****************************************************************************** 

#J-16675-16    43/Simple Rape     Unit 4565 

20:06 hours     1500 block of Kerlerec St.  Det. Richardson 

 

Victim:  Known MALE 

 

Gist:  The victim was sexually assaulted by a known black male.  PIO notified via Outlook. 

****************************************************************************** 

#J-16828-16                                 64/Armed Robbery                                  Unit 101C          

22:37 hours                                    2100 block of Lapeyrouse                      P/O Demmer  

 

Victim:  FEMALE, 07-16-1976 

 

Gist:  The victim was approached from behind by two unknown males.  One subject demanded 

the victim’s money.  The victim complied and both subjects fled the location. PIO notified via 

Outlook. 

****************************************************************************** 

#J-16916-16                                   64G/Armed Robbery (Gun)                          Unit 534C 

00:07 hours                                       N. Rampart/Poland                                  P/O Toliver      

 

Victim: MALE   11/23/86  

 

Gist: The victim was walking in the area when he noticed five or six black males following him.  

One of the subjects armed with a gun struck the victim and demanded his car keys.  The victim 

complied and the subjects fled in his 2005 Mitsubishi Lancer, unknown license plate.  PIO 

notified via Outlook.  

***************************************************************************** 

#J-17047-16    60/Aggravated Burglary   Unit 726C 

02:37 hours     4600 block of Alcee Fortier Blvd P/O Mills  

 

Victim:  MALE, 01-12-1985 

   FEMALE, 05-10-1985 

 

Gist:  Two unknown black males entered the victim’s residence and demanded property.  Both 

victims complied with the subjects and they fled the location.  PIO notified via Outlook. 

***************************************************************************** 
  

 


